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Translation Purposes Only

To All Concerned Parties
August 5, 2020

Name of REIT Issuer:
Hulic Reit, Inc.
2-26-9 Hatchobori, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Eiji Tokita, Executive Officer
(TSE Code: 3295)

Contact:
Asset Management Company
Hulic Reit Management Co., Ltd.
Eiji Tokita, President and CEO
Person to Contact:
Kazuaki Chokki, Director, Executive Vice President,
CFO, Head of Planning and Administration Division
Tel: +81-3-6222-7250

Notice concerning Revisions to the Forecasts of Financial Results, etc. for the Fiscal Period

Ending August 31, 2020

TOKYO, August 5, 2020 – Hulic Reit, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as “Hulic Reit”) announces today that it has

revised its forecasts of financial results, etc. for the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 (March 1, 2020 to

August 31, 2020), initially released on April 14, 2020, as follows. Note that there are no changes to the forecasts

of financial results, etc. for the fiscal period ending February 28, 2021 (September 1, 2020 to February 28, 2021)

released on April 14, 2020.

1. Details of revisions to the forecasts of financial results, etc. for the fiscal period ending August 31,

2020

Operating
revenue

Operating
income

Ordinary
income

Profit

Distributions
per unit

(excluding
distributions in

excess of
earnings)

Distributions
in excess of
earnings per

unit

Distributions
per unit

(including
distributions in

excess of
earnings)

Previous
forecasts (A)

¥10,618
million

¥5,732
million

¥5,013
million

¥5,012
million

¥3,580 ¥2 ¥3,582

Revised
forecasts (B)

(Note)

¥10,580
million

¥5,733
million

¥5,014
million

¥5,013
million

¥3,820 ¥2 ¥3,822

Difference
(amount)

(B-A)

△¥38
million

¥0
million

¥0
million

¥0
million

¥240 – ¥240

Difference △0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 6.7% – 6.7%

(Reference)

A: Estimated number of investment units issued at the end of the period: 1,400,000 units; estimated basic earnings per unit:

¥3,580

B: Estimated number of investment units issued at the end of the period: 1,312,000 units; estimated basic earnings per unit:

¥3,820
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Notes:

1. The forecasts of financial results have been calculated based on assumptions made at the present time listed in the

attachment “Assumptions for the Forecasts of Financial Results, etc. for the Fiscal Periods Ending August 31, 2020.”

Actual operating revenue, operating income, ordinary income, profit, distributions per unit (excluding distributions in

excess of earnings) and distributions in excess of earnings per unit and distributions per unit (including distributions in

excess of earnings) may vary due to factors in the future such as additional acquisitions or divestments of real estate

properties, real estate market trends and other changes in circumstances surrounding Hulic Reit. In addition, these

forecasts do not guarantee such results.

2. Estimated basic earnings per unit is calculated by dividing profit by the estimated number of investment units issued at

the end of the relevant period.

3. Forecasts may be revised in the event deviations beyond a certain level from the forecast above is expected.

4. Amounts are rounded down to the nearest million yen, and percentages are rounded to the nearest indicated unit. The

same shall apply hereinafter.

2. Reasons for the revisions and disclosure

In light of factors including recent conditions of the J-REIT market and the level of the price of the
investment units of Hulic Reit, Hulic Reit has decided not to issue investment units (88,000 units) during
the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 for the amount planned to be issued stated in the shelf registration
statement for the issuance of investment units (planned issuance amount of ¥16,000 million) filed with the
Director-General of Kanto Local Finance Bureau as of March 24, 2020 (below “issuance of new investment
units in the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020”), which was an assumptions for the forecasts of financial
results, etc. for the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020, which was previously released on April 14, 2020.

In addition, in light of the spread of the novel coronavirus infection (hereinafter, “COVID-19”) the status of
discussions on temporary rent reductions (Note 1) or postponement of rent payments (Note 2) requested by
tenants significantly affected by the spread of COVID-19 and the government’s request to suspend
operations based on the declaration of a state of emergency, and certain impacts including a temporary
decline in rent revenue for the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 have been identified. We will continue
to monitor, discuss, and take necessary actions concerning tenants who have been granted temporary rent
reductions or postponement of rent payments, etc. Please refer to “(Reference Information 1) Current Tenant
Situation due to the Spread of COVID-19” for the status of such discussions with certain tenants of the
properties held by Hulic Reit, which were triggered by COVID-19, such as temporary rent reductions or
postponement of rents payments as of today.

The forecasts of financial results, etc. are being revised because the forecasted distributions per unit for the
fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 is expected to deviate by 5% or more as a result of factors including
the reasons above. Please refer to the attachment “Assumptions for the Forecasts of Financial Results, etc.
for the Fiscal Period Ending August 31, 2020” for details.

Hulic Reit believes that maintaining and promoting stable and solid financial operations by raising funds
through the issuance of new investment units, while taking into account future trends in the J-REIT market
and unitholder value, will contribute to increasing unitholder value over the medium to long term.
Accordingly, for the forecasts of financial results, etc. for the fiscal period ending February 28, 2021, it is
assumed that the same number of new investment units will be issued in the fiscal period ending February
28, 2021 (below “issuance of new investment units in the fiscal period ending February 28, 2021”) as in the
fiscal period ending August 31, 2020, in accordance with the shelf registration statement mentioned above.
In addition, with regard to the forecasts of financial results, etc. for the fiscal period ending February 28,
2021, due to the impact of COVID-19, some of the repair work planned for the fiscal period ending August
31, 2020 may not be carried out as planned and a portion of such repair work will be recorded in the fiscal
period ending February 28, 2021. This results in a negative impact. Meanwhile, some of the rents of tenants
which was temporarily reduced in the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 will be recorded in the fiscal
period ending February 28, 2021, and this results in a positive impact. We believe that, even if these factors
are taken into consideration along with the impact of the spread of COVID-19 other than as described above,
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as well as other factors in the management of the entire portfolio that are known as of today, they will not
have a material impact on the financial results, etc. for the fiscal period ending February 28, 2021. In light
of the above, there is no change in the forecast figures for the fiscal period ending February 28, 2021 from
those released on April 14, 2020 as of today. However, these forecasts may change if the impact on tenants
worsens or is prolonged in cases such as the further spread of COVID-19 or if the government declares
another state of emergency.

Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the issuance of new investment units will be conducted during the
fiscal period ending February 28, 2021. Even if the issuance of new investment units is conducted as
assumed during the fiscal period ending February 28, 2021, because the actual number of units issued will
be determined in consideration of the price of the investment units of Hulic Reit at that time, there could be
an increase or decrease in the number of investment units issued, distributions per unit (excluding
distributions in excess of earning) and, therefore, distributions in excess of earnings per unit and distributions
per unit (including distributions in excess of earning) are subject to change.

(Note 1) “Temporary rent reduction” refers to a reduction or exemption of rent for a certain period of time, or recovery of an amount
equivalent to a temporary rent reduction after a certain period of time has elapsed, with that amount added to the rent. The same
shall apply hereinafter.

(Note 2) “Postponement of rent payments” refers to the postponement of rent payments for a certain period of time, and then collecting an
amount equivalent to the postponed rent added to the rent after a certain period of time has elapsed. The same shall apply
hereinafter.

(Reference Information 1) Current Tenant Situation due to the Spread of COVID-19
（1）Tokyo Commercial Properties

・ Of the 327 total tenants (270 office properties (Note 1) and 57 retail properties), 74 tenants (43
office properties and 31 retail properties) made consultations regarding temporarily reductions
or postponements of rent payments (below, “rent reduction, etc. consultation tenants”).

・ Of the rent reduction, etc. consultation tenants, the number of agreements reached was 70 (40
office properties and 30 retail properties), of which 27 involved temporary rent reductions, 4
involved postponement of rent payments, 1 involved departure, and 38 involved deferrals (no
specific action).

・ The majority of tenants that have been granted temporary rent reductions or postponements of
rent payments at office properties are tenants in retail spaces attached to office properties.

・ Currently, there are 4 tenants with whom we are discussing ways to deal with the situation, and
we plan to continue discussions with these tenants based on their individual circumstances going
forward.

・ For the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020, the total amount of the decrease in rental revenue
related to tenants with whom it has been agreed to temporarily reduce rents accounted for 0.5%
(Note 2) of the rental revenue for Tokyo Commercial Properties.
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Departure

1.4%

(Note 1) “Office properties” includes retail spaces attached to office properties. The same shall apply hereinafter.
(Note 2) This ratio is calculated by dividing the total amount of the decrease in rental revenue related to tenants of Tokyo

Commercial Properties with whom it has been agreed to temporarily reduce rents for the fiscal period ending August 31,
2020 by the rental revenue for Tokyo Commercial Properties in the forecasts of financial results, etc. for the fiscal period
ending August 31, 2020, previously released on April 14, 2020. The same shall apply hereinafter.

（2）Next-Generation Assets Plus
・ As of today, there are no tenants that any special action is planned for.

* Hulic Reit’s website: https://www.hulic-reit.co.jp/en/

・Ratio of rent reduction, etc. consultation
tenants to the total number of tenants
(based on the number of cases)

Ratio of tenants

that agreements

have been reached

with

94.6％

Ratio of

Rent Reduction,

etc. Consultation

Tenants

22.6%

Temporary

rent reductions

36.5%

Deferral

51.4%

Postponement of
rent payments

5.4%

Under discussion

5.4%

Office properties

(no consultations)

69.4%

Office properties

(consultations made)
13.1%

Retail properties

(consultations made)

9.5%

Retail properties

(no consultations)

8.0 %

・Situation of Rent reduction, etc.
consultation tenants
(based on the number of cases)

The total amount of the decrease in rental revenue related to

tenants with whom it has been agreed to temporarily reduce

rents accounted for 0.5% of the rental revenue for

Tokyo Commercial Properties
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ATTACHMENT

Assumptions for the Forecasts of Financial Results, etc.
for the Fiscal Periods Ending August 31, 2020

Item Assumption

Accounting period
• Fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 (the 13th fiscal period):

184 days from March 1, 2020 to August 31, 2020

Portfolio

• It is assumed that the portfolio of Hulic Reit will comprise a total of 58

properties (hereinafter, “Assets Held”), all currently owned by Hulic Reit.

• In the forecasts of financial results, etc., it has been assumed that there would be

no changes in portfolio (acquisitions of new properties, transfers of Assets Held)

until the end of the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 (the 13th fiscal period).

• There may be changes in the portfolio, however, caused by the purchase or sale

of properties.

Operating revenue

• Rental revenues from Assets Held are calculated based on lease agreements in

effect as of today, and in consideration of factors such as expectations based on

market trends. Occupancy rates are assumed to be 99.8% for the fiscal periods

ending August 31, 2020, and such rate may vary if there are new tenant

departures.

• Operating revenue assume no delinquencies or non-payment of rent by tenants.

• Taking into account the temporarily reductions or postponements in rent

payments as of today as a result of the spread of COVID-19, we expect a

decrease in revenue of ¥37 million. However, actual revenue is subject to

change.

• Noted here is an estimate of the gains on transfer resulting from the March 6

transfer of Gate City Ohsaki.

Operating expenses

• Among real estate leasing expenses that are major operating expenses, expenses

other than depreciation expenses related to Assets Held excluding the assets

acquired during the fiscal period ended February 29, 2020 (the 12th fiscal

period) and in March 2020 (excluding Hulic Ginza 7 Chome Building (20%

additional acquisition)) are calculated based on historical data, reflecting

fluctuations in expenses. Operating expenses for the assets acquired during the

fiscal period ended February 29, 2020 (the 12th fiscal period) and in March

2020 (excluding Hulic Ginza 7 Chome Building (20% additional acquisition))

are calculated based on information provided from the transferor, etc., of each

property and historical data, reflecting fluctuations in expenses.

• We calculated depreciation and amortization expenses using the straight-line

method, including ancillary expenses, and assumed that we will incur

depreciation and amortization expenses of ¥1,218 million for the fiscal period

ending August 31, 2020 (the 13th fiscal period).

• Generally, the fixed property taxes, city planning taxes, etc. for assets acquired

are calculated pro-rata based on the actual number of days and settlement

amounts at the time of acquisition between the current owner (seller) and the

purchaser. Because this settlement amount is included in the cost of acquisition,

Hulic Reit does not record them as expenses at the time of acquisition. Total
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fixed property taxes, city planning taxes, etc. are expected to amount to ¥791

million in the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 (the 13th fiscal period).

・Repair expenses for buildings are recognized for each fiscal period in amounts

assumed as necessary based on the repair plan formulated by the Asset Manager

(Hulic Reit Management Co., Ltd.) for each property. However, actual repair

expenses for each fiscal period may differ substantially from our forecasts,

mainly for the following reasons: (i) we may incur expenses for urgent repairs to

properties for reasons including damage to buildings resulting from factors that

are difficult to foresee, (ii) generally, there is a substantial difference in such

expenses incurred from one fiscal period to another, and (iii) such expenses are

not incurred on a regular basis. In the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 (the

13th fiscal period), we expect to post ¥229 million due to some repair work

being performed earlier than previously planned.

Non-operating expenses

• We expect to record interest expenses and other borrowing-related expenses of

¥694 million in the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 (the 13th fiscal

period).

• We expect to record amortization of investment corporation bond issuance costs

(amortized by the straight-line method over period until redemption) and

amortization of investment unit issuance costs (amortized by the straight-line

method over a three-year period) relating to the issuance of investment

corporation bonds and new investment units, etc. of ¥26 million in the fiscal

period ending August 31, 2020 (the 13th fiscal period).

Interest-bearing debt

• The balance of interest-bearing debt of Hulic Reit as of today is ¥172,785 million

(comprising ¥26,160 million in short-term loans payable, ¥12,109 million in the

current portion of long-term loans payable, ¥122,516 million in long-term loans

payable and ¥12,000 million in investment corporation bonds).

• For short-term loans payable with a repayment date by the end of the fiscal period

ending August 31, 2020 (the 13th fiscal period) of ¥3,960 million, and the current

portion of long-term loans payable of ¥3,559 million, it is assumed that the entire

amount will be refinanced by the repayment date.

• For unpaid amount of short-term loans of ¥3,000 million, that were borrowed on

December 20, 2019 as acquisition funding for properties, it is assumed that they

will be refinanced at around the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 (the 13th

fiscal period).

• As a result of the above, we assume that the balance of interest-bearing debt as of

each of August 31, 2020 (at the end of the 13th fiscal period) will be ¥172,785

million.

• And we assume LTV ratio of approximately 47% as of August 31, 2020 (at the

end of the 13th fiscal period).

• The LTV (assumed) ratio was obtained by the following formula:

LTV (assumed) = Interest-bearing debt at the end of a period (assumed) / Total

assets as of the end of the period (projected amount) × 100

Total assets as of end of period (projected amount) =

Amount of total assets on the balance sheet at the end of the fiscal period

ended February 28, 2020 (the 12th fiscal period) (¥349,732 million) +
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acquisition cost of assets acquired in March (total of ¥23,672 million) -

estimated book value of assets transferred (¥4,446 million).

Issuance of investment

units

• We have assumed that in addition to the 1,312,000 total investment units issued

as of the date of this report, no additional investment units will be issued until

the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 (the 13th fiscal period).

Distributions per unit

(excluding distributions in

excess of earnings)

• We have calculated distributions per unit (excluding distributions in excess of

earnings) in accordance with the cash distribution policy prescribed in the

Investment Corporation’s Articles of Incorporation.

• Actual distributions per unit (excluding distributions in excess of earnings) may

fluctuate due to various factors including changes in the asset portfolio,

fluctuations in rent revenues associated with changes in tenants, or unforeseen

occurrence of repairs.

Distributions in excess of

earnings per unit

• We expect to recognize ¥2 million in allowances for temporary adjustments in

the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 (the 13th fiscal period) arising from

discrepancies in tax and accounting treatment in connection with the recognition

of expenses related to asset retirement obligations.

• Hulic Reit has decided to make distributions in excess of earnings equivalent to

the increase in allowance for temporary difference adjustment and expects to

distribute ¥2 per investment unit in distributions in excess of earnings in the

fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 (the 13th fiscal period).

Others

• It is assumed that the negative impact of the spread of COVID-19 will not

spread further. Therefore, we have not taken into account the negative impact on

our operations in the event that COVID-19 continues to spread or is prolonged.

• It is assumed that no revisions that impact these forecasts will be made to law

and regulations, tax systems, accounting standards, securities listing regulations

and the rules of The Investment Trusts Association, Japan, or others.

• It is assumed that no significant unforeseeable changes will occur in general

economic trends or conditions in the real estate market.
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（Reference Information 2）
Comparison between New and Former Forecasts of Dividends Per Unit (excluding distributions in excess of
earnings) in the Fiscal Period Ending August 31, 2020 (the 13th Fiscal Period)

Notes:

1. “The 13th Fiscal Period Previous Forecast (With a Capital Increase)” refers to the forecasts for dividends per unit

(excluding distributions in excess of earnings) for the fiscal period ended August 31, 2020 (the 13th fiscal period) noted

in “Financial Report for the Fiscal Period Ended February 28, 2020 (For the Reporting Period from September 1, 2019

to February 28, 2020),” released on April 14, 2020.

2. “The 13th Fiscal Period Previous Forecast (Without a Capital Increase)” refers to the forecasts for dividends per unit

(excluding distributions in excess of earnings) if the issuance of new investment units is not conducted for the fiscal

period ending August 31, 2020 noted in “Financial Report for the Fiscal Period Ended February 28, 2020 (For the

Reporting Period from September 1, 2019 to February 28, 2020),” released on April 14, 2020.

3. “Internal Growth, etc.” is calculated by dividing the total decrease found by subtracting the projected increase in period

for the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 from the decrease in operating income resulting from the temporary rent

reductions, the decrease in conference room revenue, and the tenant leaving due to the impact of COVID-19 as of today

compared with the assumptions for the forecasts for the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 (the 13th fiscal period)

noted in “Financial Report for the Fiscal Period Ended February 28, 2020 (For the Reporting Period from September 1,

2019 to February 28, 2020),” released on April 14, 2020 by the estimated number of investment units issued (1,312,000

units) at the end of the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 (the 13th fiscal period).

4. “Impact of COVID-19 ” is calculated by dividing the decrease in operating income resulting from the temporary rent

reductions, the decrease in conference room revenue, and the tenant leaving due to the impact COVID-19 by the

estimated number of investment units issued (1,312,000 units) at the end of the fiscal period ending August 31, 2020 (the

13th fiscal period).

3,300

3,500

3,700

3,900

4,100

4,300

4,500

（円/口）

3,580

3,770

3,820

増資あり 増資なし

投資
口数

1,400千口 1,312千口

想定
LTV

43％程度 47％程度

第13期
旧予想

(増資あり)
（注1）

第13期
旧予想

(増資なし)
（注2）

第13期
新予想

(増資なし)
（注5）

内部成⻑
その他
（注3）

本感染症
の影響
（注4）

+91 △41

旧予想公表
以降の
増額改定

+5円︓

修繕費減少 +50円︓

ｹﾞｰﾄｼﾃｨ
大崎売却益

+18円︓

その他 +18円︓

一時減額 △24円︓

退去 △6円︓

会議室収益 △11円︓

0

(yen per unit)

The 13th FP

Previous Forecast

(With a Capital

Increase)

(Note 1)

The 13th FP

Previous Forecast

(Without a Capital

Increase)

(Note 2)

The 13th FP

New Forecast

(Without a Capital

Increase)

(Note 5)

Internal Growth, etc.

(Note 3)

Increase in Rent after the

Announcement of the 13th FP

Previous Forecast : +5yen

Decrease in Repair Expenses :

+50yen

Gain on Transfer

(Gate City Ohsaki) : +18yen

Others : +22yen

Temporary Rent Reduction :

-29yen

Decrease in Conference Room

Revenue : -11yen

Tenant Leaving : -6yen

Without

Capital Increase

With

Capital Increase

1,400,000 units 1,312,000 units

Approx.43% Approx.47%
LTV

(assumption)

Investment

Units

Impact of COVID-19

(Note 4)

+95 -46
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5. “The 13th Fiscal Period New Forecast (Without a Capital Increase)” refers to the forecasts for dividends per unit

(excluding distributions in excess of earnings) for the fiscal period ended August 31, 2020 (the 13th fiscal period) noted

in the “Notice concerning Revisions to the Forecasts of Financial Results, etc. for the Fiscal Period Ending August 31,

2020.” Note that the distributions per unit are current figures calculated based on the assumptions stated in the Appendix

titled “Assumptions for the Forecasts of Financial Results, etc. for the Fiscal Period Ending August 31, 2020”, and they

are subject to change depending on factors such as future acquisition or disposition of real estate, conditions in the real

estate market, fluctuations in interest rates, or other circumstances surrounding Hulic Reit. In addition, these forecasts

do not guarantee the distribution amount.

6. Please refer to the Appendix titled “Assumptions for the Forecasts of Financial Results, etc. for the Fiscal Period Ending

August 31, 2020,” for information regarding the assumptions for forecasts other than those noted above.
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